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What Economics Means to Me

Before stepping foot for the first time into my AP Economics class this

past fall, I naively believed economics would consist of mundane,

unrelatable content. In my mind, economics was simply a synonym for

money… a topic frequently associated with feelings of anxiety and

frugality within my family. Economics to me meant wealth, which

meant people of power which meant stocks, investments, and interest

rates, all words I vaguely understood. None of that seemed interesting to

me; rather, it felt distant and vaguely corrupt. Despite my assumptions, I

walked into the class with an open mind hoping to learn something new.

Within the first week, my econ class shattered my assumptions. The first

notes written in my notebook begin, “Economics is the science of

scarcity.” So… not money? My notes continue: “Scarcity is having

unlimited wants but having limited resources. It requires people to make

choices.” Still, no talk of money? “When you make a choice, there is

opportunity cost. Opportunity cost is the next best alternative when a

choice is made, the next best thing not taken.” Still, no mention of

money. I was learning rather, economics is about choices. Since I can be

an excruciatingly indecisive person when given a choice, I began to

think that perhaps this class would hit a little closer to home than I

expected. While I was correct in assuming economics is indeed the study

of wealth, it is so much more.

Over the past few months, I have pieced together the realization that

economics truly reaches all facets of society in all parts of the world. It

is so widely intertwined with foreign policy, political science, and

international relations--all topics I am interested in studying next year as



I begin college-- that I feel foolish for being so naive. Economics is a

complex culmination of all elements that go into a society:

consumerism, currency, trade, resources, production… you name it.

Economics doesn’t have one simple answer; instead, it offers the perfect

platform for dialogue and disagreement. I realize now that I could not

have been more wrong when I previously decided I had no part in

economics. Thankfully, that lesson was a byproduct to the actual

economic lessons: don’t let stereotypes and your own ignorance drive

you away from learning something new.

I continued to peel away the layers of economics. We started with the

bare bones such as the production possibilities frontier, supply and

demand curves, the factors of production, all which slowly introduced

me to new jargon and concepts. Before long, I was understanding market

failures and how an over allocation or under allocation of resources

could lead to externalities and consequences. Words like commodities,

subsidies, and bonds began to mean something to me. Another

byproduct lesson I learned is that discovering how much you don’t know

about something is a humbling revelation. I find that to be the case with

my relationship with economics. What I have learned so far barely

scratches the surface, which ultimately excites me-- there is so much to

learn!

Since taking economics I have listened more intently to NPR, read more

publications and newsprints than ever before, and no longer skip the

money and finance section in the Sunday edition of the New York Times

before heading straight to the crossword puzzle. I’m piecing together

what I’ve learned from class to understand what is going on in the

world. I have realized that even a basic economic understanding grants

access to financial freedom and empowerment, which is crucial to our



society’s education today. The current administration’s talks of income

distribution, new trade policies, and tax cuts are topics that are coupled

with my own reality of going to college next year and having to find the

money to pay for it; becoming financially responsible is a very real

concern I must pay attention to. Thus, understanding economics is a

matter of responsible citizenship and educated participation in our

democratic society. Understanding economics will take me far and

hopefully lead me to feel differently than my initial assumption of fear

or inaccessibility; rather, that I can use that knowledge to better my own

economic stability, success, and ultimately become a better citizen

because of it.


